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The rules that govern spin exchange interaction in pristine graphene nanostructures are con-
strained by the bipartite character of the lattice, so that the sign of the exchange is determined by
whether magnetic moments are on the same sublattice or else. The synthesis of graphene ribbons
with perfect zigzag edges and a fluoranthene group with a pentagon ring, a defect that breaks the
bipartite nature of the honeycomb lattice, has been recently demonstrated. Here we address how
the electronic and spin properties of these structures are modified by such defects, both for indi-
rect exchange interactions as well as the emergent edge magnetism, studied both with DFT and
mean field Hubbard model calculations. In all instances we find that the local breakdown of the
bipartite nature at the defect reverts the sign of the otherwise ferromagnetic correlations along the
edge, introducing a locally antiferromagnetic intra-edge coupling and, for narrow ribbons, also re-
vert the antiferromagnetic inter-edge interactions that are normally found in pristine ribbons. Our
findings show that these pentagon defects are a resource that permits to engineer the spin exchange
interactions in graphene based nano-structures.
PACS numbers:
A central concept in the vast field of carbon based
nanostructures is the fact that their electronic properties
can change dramatically depending on their atomic struc-
ture. Thus, graphite, graphene, nanotubes and fullerenes
all share the same atomic scale building blocks, carbon
atoms with sp2 chemical bond, yet their electronic prop-
erties are very different1. Many remarkable electronic
properties of graphene and other sp2 nanostructures,
such as electron hole symmetry2–4, the existence of zero
energy modes2,5 and the rules that govern spin exchange
interactions6–9 derive from the bipartite nature of the
honeycomb lattice.
A bipartite lattice can be split in two interpenetrat-
ing sublattices, A and B, such that first neighbors of
A sites are always B sites, and vice versa. Whereas in
2D graphene the wave functions have the same weight
on both sublattices, in structures where there are more
atoms of one type than the other, such as zigzag edges,
there are zero modes whose wave function is 100 per-
cent sublattice polarized2,8. These states play a crucial
role in our understanding of one of the most exciting
theory predictions regarding graphene so far, namely,
the existence of local moments with ferromagnetic cor-
relations in sub-lattice imbalanced graphene structures,
such as zigzag edges7,8,10–13, graphene functionalized
with hydrogen13–15 and a variety of planar aromatic
hydrocarbons16,17. Whereas a direct experimental local
probe of the magnetization is still missing, indirect exper-
imental evidence in full agreement with DFT and model
Hamiltonian calculations18–21 supports the existence of
sublattice polarized states that most likely host unpaired
electrons.
Interestingly, the chemical approach recently reported
by Ruffieux et al19,20 has produced both ribbons with
large sections of pristine zigzag edges as well as edges
decorated with a fluoranthene group (FG),38 as those
shown in Fig. 1a and 3a, that break the bipartite char-
acter of the lattice, on account of the presence of a pen-
tagon at the edge. This naturally leads to the question
that we address in this work: what is the fate of edge
states, and the spin interactions they produce, in the
case of zigzag ribbons decorated with non-bipartite in-
trusions. Previous work had addressed the magnetism of
an individual octagon-pentagon pair in bulk graphene23
(away from the edge), the magnetic properties of a line
of pentagon-pentagon-octagon (558) defects, as a grain
boundary in graphene24, but the properties of the re-
cently found20 zigzag ribbons decorated with FGs have
remained unexplored. To address the question, we con-
sider both indirect exchange interactions between some
extrinsic spins, mediated by the electrons in the FG
decorated ribbons, as well as the edge magnetism that
emerges, according to our Hubbard model, treated within
the non-collinear mean field approximation25,26 as well as
calculations based on density functional theory (DFT).
Our main findings are the following. First, the pres-
ence of these defects locally depletes both the edge states
and the edge magnetization, but edge magnetism with
ferromagnetic correlations persists at the pristine sec-
tions as long as the FG groups in the edge are not too
close to each other. Second, and more important, the
exchange interactions of two zigzag segments separated
by a single FG are antiferromagnetic, whereas the face
to face spin correlations can become ferromagnetic, both
results at odds with the case of pristine ribbons7,10,11.
In order to study the effect of the edges decorated
with FG, we consider finite size graphene islands (see
Fig. 1). We first study them with the standard tight-
binding model with one orbital and first neighbor hop-
ping t. As we show below, our DFT results indicate that
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2FIG. 1: (a) Large graphene island with zigzag edges func-
tionalized with a FG. (b) Energy spectrum, for eigenvalues
close to the Fermi energy, showing four in-gap states, two
per right/left edge. The two fold degeneracy in the smallest
eigenvalues corresponds to the two lateral edges. Panels (c,d)
are the wave functions labeled in (b), showing the edge na-
ture of the in-gap states, in particular their bonding and anti-
bonding character. Color in (c,d) labels the sign, whereas the
size indicates the magnitude of the component. The splitting
between the two states in the edge allows to map the system
into a two site tight binding model, which is expected to de-
velop antiferromagnetic correlations. The width of the island
was chosen so that the bulk is gapped. The dimensions of the
island are shown in panel (a), width of 60 unit cells and 4
carbon atoms per semi-edge.
the presence of the FG preserves the planar geometry of
the system, so that the pi orbitals are still decoupled from
the σ orbitals, validating this model. For simplicity, we
assume the same hopping integral tC-C = −t = −2.7eV
among all first neighbor bonds, including also those of
the defect. In order to understand the properties of an
individual edge, we compute the spectrum of a rectan-
gular shape graphene island, terminated with two short
zigzag edges with L edge atoms each, separated by a dis-
tance W . We choose L = 10 hexagons so that the bulk
spectrum is gapped. For the pristine ribbon there are 3
in-gap E ' 0 states whose wave functions are localized at
each edge, and their wave function is sublattice polarized
(not shown). The addition of a single FG at each side
breaks the bipartite character of the lattice and has the
following consequences. First, the number of localized
in-gap edge states is reduced from 6 (3 per edge) to 4 (2
per edge). Second, the remaining edge states are split
in energy, so that only 2 of them have E ' 0, the other
two move upwards in energy. This breaks electron hole
symmetry39. The intra-edge splitting arises from the for-
mation of a bonding non-bonding pair of two modes that
are localized at both sides of the defect. In the experi-
ment of Ruffieux et al.20 ), the distance between zigzag
edges was W = 5 hexagons , so that hybridization be-
FIG. 2: (a) Map of the non-local spin susceptibility χij0 , when
j0 is fixed at the green atom at the top-left edge, and i runs
over the entire island. The color reflects the sign of χij0 ,
and the size the magnitude. Panels (b,c,d) show the spatial
profile of the eigenstate v of χij , so that χijvi = λvj , with λ
the largest eigenvalue, that characterizes the magnetic density
right below the critical temperature. The color represents the
sign of the component vi, and the size its magnitude. Panel
(c) corresponds to the ribbon without FG, showing conven-
tional intra-edge ferromagnetic and inter-edge antiferromag-
netic correlations. Panels (b,d) show the antiferromagnetic
correlations in the same edge due to the FG group, while the
inter-edge correlations depend on the size of the island (b,d).
tween states at both edges takes place.
We now address the spin exchange properties of
these edge states. We do that using two comple-
mentary approaches: the study of the so called in-
direct exchange coupling9,28,29, originally proposed by
Ruderman, Kittel, Kasuya, Yosida (RKKY)30–32, and
the study of the emergent magnetism generated by
Coulomb repulsion7,8,10,11,13. For the second, we use
two different methods, DFT calculations and mean
field Hubbard model calculations, that happen to give
very similar results. In the case of pristine graphene,
it is well known that both RKKY indirect exchange
and the spin interactions between magnetic moments
that spontaneously emerge due to Coulomb interactions
comply with the rule that interactions between mag-
netic moments on the same sublattice are ferromag-
netic, whereas moments on opposite sublattices interact
antiferrromagnetically7–10,13,15,28,29.
The fact that indirect exchange for spins on the
same (different) sublattice are correlated ferromagneti-
cally (antiferromagnetically) is a direct consequence of
the bipartite character of the lattice6,8,9. In order to
see how this rule is modified due to the presence of
the FG that breaks the bipartite lattice we consider
the Hamiltonian H0 + V, where H0 describes the tight-
binding model for the islands shown in figure 2) and
V = J∑η=1,2 ~mη · ~Sη, describes two classical moments
~m1 and ~m2 that are exchange coupled to the local spin
density ~Si =
∑
σ,σ′
1
2c
†
iσciσ′~τσ,σ′ of the graphene elec-
trons. Here, ~τσ,σ′ are the Pauli matrices.
The indirect exchange interaction between the mag-
3netic moments at sites 1 and 2 is given by28
J12 = J2χ12 ~m1 · ~m2 (1)
where χij is the non-local spin susceptibility function,
defined as the variation of the spin density in site i due
to the application of a local Zeeman field ~b in site j:
〈~Si〉 = χij~bj (2)
The non-local spin susceptibility can be obtained analyt-
ically for 2D graphene9,28, using linear response theory.
For the systems considered here this is not possible and,
following previous work29, we compute the expectation
value of the spin density 〈~Si〉 using the exact eigenstates
of H0+~b1 · ~S1, where H0 is the tight-binding Hamiltonian
of the island, and ~b1 is a local magnetic field acting on
atom 1 only. By doing so , we obtain the entries χi1 of the
susceptibility matrix. Repeating this procedure changing
the location of the perturbed site we obtain the complete
matrix. For a system with N atoms, this requires N di-
agonalizations, and for each of them , the computation
of N spin densities.
In figure 2a we plot the map of χij0 , that represents
the change in spin density induced in the sample when
we apply a local field in one of the edge atoms, labeled by
j0, for a structure with one FG per zigzag edge, so that
there are four edge fragments. It is apparent that same
fragment correlations are the largest and ferromagnetic,
whereas interactions with the other fragments are anti-
ferromagnetic and smaller. These results are in contrast
with the indirect exchange interactions obtained for pris-
tine graphene, that are determined entirely by the sublat-
tice degree of freedom9,28,29. The fact that the coupling
of one edge fragment with all the others is antiferromag-
netic implies that there will be some sort of spin frus-
tration. This follows from the fact that in a pristine
ribbon, the correlation between opposite edges is antifer-
romagnetic. Since the fluoranthene group also induces
antiferromagnetic correlations within the edge, the total
system consists on localized spins which are all of them
correlated antiferromagnetically. In the case of the fig-
ure, it is worth noticing that the spin correlation with
the moments located at the opposite edge are weaker for
the moments located in front, compared with those in
the diagonal. This anticipates the magnetic ground state
that arises from the effective spin Hamiltonian.
We now discuss the inhomogeneous magnetic order
that would arise if we had a set of classical magnetic mo-
ments ~mi at each site of the lattice, interacting with the
indirect exchange interaction mediated by the carriers in
the graphene nano-island, governed by the Hamiltonian
H = ∑ij Ji,j ~mi · ~mj . For that matter we use the fol-
lowing method devised by P. W. Anderson33. We treat
the magnetic moments in the mean field approximation,
which permits to write the free energy of the system as:
F(mi) =
∑
i
(
~m2i
2χ0
− ~mi~bi
)
(3)
where ~bi =
∑
j Jij ~mj is the effective field created by the
interaction between the spins mi, treated at the mean
field level and χ0 =
(gµB)
2S(S+1)
3kBT
is the paramagnetic
Curie susceptibility of the local moments. In equilib-
rium, we have 0 = δFδmi that leads to
∑
j Jijmj = miχ0 ..
This equation is always satisfied by the disordered non-
magnetic solution, with mi = 0. However it could also
be satisfied by the eigenvectors of the interaction matrix,
provided that their eigenvalues λ satisfy λ = χ−10 . At
very large temperature χ−1 will be larger than the maxi-
mal λmax. However, as the temperature is reduced below
Tc such that λmax = χ0(Tc)
−1 the system will order, and
the magnetic order will be given by the eigenstate mmaxi
corresponding to λmax.
We apply this procedure to compute the magnetization
map to 3 structures: a pristine graphene ribbon (figure
2c), as well as two functionalized graphene ribbons with
different lengths L (figure 2b,d ). In all cases magnetism
emerges at the zigzag edge atoms, the bulk sites remain
non-magnetic. In the pristine case, we find that both
zigzag edges would order ferromagnetically, with oppo-
site magnetizations, expected from the standard RKKY
in pristine graphene, and given that all atoms in a given
edge belong to the same sublattice. In the functional-
ized ribbons we also find ferromagnetic correlations be-
tween atoms on the same edge, provided that they are
not separated by the FG. The main novelty is the an-
tiferromagnetic correlations between magnetic moments
on the same edge, separated by the FG. The inter-edge
correlations are also different than in the pristine case for
the shorter ribbon, ferromagnetic, whereas in the longer
one they are antiferromagnetic. The inter-edge correla-
tions reflect the competition between the antiferromag-
netic couplings with a given edge fragment and the other
three.
We now address the question of whether magnetic mo-
ments can arise in the functionalized zigzag edges due to
Coulomb interactions, as it was predicted to happen in
the case of pristine edges7,8,10–13. There, local moments
with ferromagnetic correlations are expected on account
of the Hund’s exchange between the degenerate E = 0
modes whose wave functions overlap along the edge. The
presence of the FG functionalization changes the situa-
tion (see figure 1), giving rise to edge states that are linear
combination of states localized at both sides of the FG. In
this scenario, Coulomb repulsion is expected to result in
antiferromagnetic interactions between the edge portions
separated by the defect, and that is why inter-edge corre-
lations in pristine zigzag edges are antiferromagnetic as
well.
We discuss first the results obtained with DFT calcu-
lations. We consider the functionalized island of figure
3. The edge carbon atoms are passivated with hydro-
gen. The calculation is done with the quantum chemistry
code Gaussian 0934. The results shown here are obtained
using the CAM-B3LYP functional with the basis set 6-
31g(d,p)17, yet similar results were also obtained with
B3LYP and PBE0 functionals.
4FIG. 3: Iso-contours of the spin density obtained with DFT
calculations, for two different systems (a) and (b), showing
in both cases intra-edge antiferromagnetic correlations. The
color stands for the sign of the magnetic moment. Calcula-
tions were performed with CAM− B3LYP/6− 31g(d,p), and
the isosurfaces plotted correspond to isovalue 0.005.
We computed three different spin configurations at the
DFT level: zero spin, antiferromagnetic and ferromag-
netic. In all cases the molecular geometry was relaxed
until forces were below 0.024 eV/A and 0.013 eV/rad.
Planar and distorted initial molecular geometries yielded
fully equivalent results upon relaxation which is not
surprising since both graphene and the fluoranthene
molecule are planar themselves. DFT yielded a mag-
netic ground state with all the functionals tried, namely:
PBE0, B3LYP and CAM-B3LYP. Unpolarized solutions
appeared at higher energies ranging from 0.3 (B3LYP) to
0.7 eV (CAM-B3LYP). Figure 3a depicts the spin density
for the antiferromagnetic state solution. The magnetiza-
tion under the FG is depleted. The arrangements of the
magnetic moments is different from the one obtained for
pristine edges, and in line with those predicted by the
RKKY interactions for this system. We find an antifer-
romagnetic coupling between the magnetic moments on
the same edge that are separated by the FG, whereas
ferromagnetic correlation between moments facing each
other in opposite edges.
The fact that this peculiar arrangement is originated
by the breakdown of the bipartite character of the lat-
tice is confirmed by the results of the calculation shown
in figure 3b. There we consider a functionalization of a
single pentagon, without the additional 4 carbon atoms
that form the external hexagon of the FG. The magneti-
zation profile obtained for this structure shares the same
set of spin correlations. Therefore, it is the presence of
the pentagon group the one responsible of the antiferro-
magnetic coupling between same-edge atoms separated
by the defect. Interestingly, a pentagon group like the
one in in figure 3b could be formed by reconstruction of
Klein ribbon edges35 or carbon nanotube unzipping36.
The emergent magnetism in zigzag edges can be de-
scribed as well using the Hubbard model, given by
H = −
∑
〈ij〉,σ
tc†iαcjα + U
∑
i
ni↑ni↓ ≡ H0 +HU (4)
where ni↑ = c
†
i↑ci↑ denotes the occupation operator of site
FIG. 4: (a) Magnetization profile of various self-consistent
configurations obtained within the mean field Hubbard model.
Red and blue stand for the sign of the magnetic moment. The
size of the symbols stands for the magnitude of the magnetic
moment. (b) Evolution of the energy difference between the
4 configurations shown in panel (a) as a function of the size of
the ribbon L. The lowest energy configuration are always the
1010 or the 1001, the ones showing intra-edge antiferromag-
netic correlations. Panel (c) shows the energy difference be-
tween 1001 and 1100 as the island becomes thicker for L = 5,
whereas panel (d) shows the energy difference as a function of
U (W = L = 5). Exponential extrapolation of (c) to W =∞
gives a total energy difference of 0.007 [t], 19 meV for t = 2.7
eV
i with spin ↑ along an arbitrary quantization axis. In the
mean field approximation the results (magnetic moment
density, energy spectrum) are very similar to those ob-
tained with DFT8,11. The model has the advantage of
being computationally less expensive and it can also be
treated going beyond mean field interactions, that per-
mits to go beyond the broken symmetry analysis of mag-
netism and study thereby dynamic spin fluctuations37.
Here we first treated the model at the non-collinear
mean field approximation25,26. However, we always
found collinear solutions for this system, with all the
moments along a common axis that we take as the spin
quantization axis. With that in mind, the mean field
Hamiltonian can be simplified into a collinear form:
HMF = H0 + U [〈ni↑〉ni↓ + ni↑〈ni↓〉〉] (5)
where 〈ni↑〉 stand for the average of the occupation oper-
ator calculated within the ground state of the mean field
Hamiltonian (5). The mean field Hamiltonian is a func-
tional of 〈niσ〉, which in turns depends on the eigenstates.
This defines a self-consistent problem, that we solve by
numerical iteration. In the following, unless stated oth-
erwise, we take U = t.
Adequate choice of the initial condition for the proce-
dure can result in the convergence of different solutions,
that provide a local minima in the landscape of different
5mean field solutions. We obtain several of these solutions
for a series of graphene ribbons with one FG per edge,
shown in figure 4 . They all have spontaneous atomic
magnetic moments at the zigzag edges, mi =
〈ni↑〉−〈ni↓〉
2
that order ferromagnetically in the edge fragments as
long as they are not interrupted by a FG. The magneti-
zation is depleted at the location of the defect. The mag-
nitude of the magnetic moment away from the defects is
the same than the one obtained for pristine edges.
The difference between the various self-consistent so-
lutions, shown in figure 4a, lies on relative magnetization
orientation of the four ferromagnetic fragments. We la-
bel the magnetic orientation of a given edge fragment
with respect to the spin quantization axis with either 0
or 1. Using this notation, we can label the 4 possible dis-
tinguishable magnetic states of the structures with one
defect per edge. The mean field approximation permits
to compute their energies through the expression:
EG =
∑
n
n − U
∑
i
〈ni↑〉〈ni↓〉 (6)
where n stands for the eigenstates of the mean field
Hamiltonian and the the sum runs over the occupied
states only. We can compare the energies of the different
magnetic configurations and infer the effective spin cou-
plings between the magnetized edge fragments. In figure
4b we show the evolution of the ground state energies
as a function of the lateral dimension of the island, L.
It is apparent that the dominant exchange coupling be-
tween different edge fragments is the intra-edge antiferro-
magnetic coupling across a defect. For sufficiently short
structures, the ground state displays ferromagnetic corre-
lations between edge fragments located face to face. For
structures with larger L the ground state has antiferro-
magnetic correlations between opposite edge fragments.
This, together with the analysis of the indirect exchange
coupling, suggests that the effective couplings between
all fragments are antiferromagnetic. For shorter struc-
tures the diagonal coupling outweights the face to face
interaction and the situation is reverted for larger rib-
bons. The energy differences between different magnetic
configurations is in the range of 10−2t ' 30meV. We also
checked the scaling of the intraedge exchange coupling
as the two edges become further apart (Fig. 4c), obtain-
ing an asymptotic value of the intra-edge exchange of 9.5
meV for graphene. The intra-edge AF configuration is
the stable in a wide range of U , as shown in Fig. 4d,
with the exchange coupling growing with U .
We now study how the magnetic properties of the edges
evolve as we scale up their size, keeping a similar den-
sity of defects. We thus consider longer structures with
several FGs at the edge, in line with those reported by
Ruffieux et al20. In figure 5 we show the results of our
mean field calculations for an elongated ribbon with 3
defects located symmetrically at both edges, that define
4 zigzag edge fragments per edge. We find that the same
rules that govern exchange in the presence of a single
FG, still apply for larger structures, which is not entirely
FIG. 5: a) Magnetization profile for structure with several
fluoranthene groups obtained within the mean field Hubbard
model U = |t|. Red and blue stand for the sign of the mag-
netic moment. The size of the symbols stands for the magni-
tude of mi. Panel (a) shows the ground state configuration,
whereas (b) an excited state.
obvious given the delocalized nature of the edge states
along the edge direction. Therefore, we conclude that
the structures shown by Ruffieux et al.20 host magnetic
moments localized at the edges with antiferromagnetic
correlations for moments separated by a FG group.
In summary, we have demonstrated that graphene
ribbons with zigzag edges decorated with fluoranthene
groups reported by Ruffieux et al20 host edge magnetic
moments, very much like their pristine counterparts, but
the rules that govern the spin interactions between dif-
ferent edge fragments are reversed compared to pristine
edges. Thus, whereas in pristine ribbons magnetic mo-
ments on the same edge are always ferromagnetically
correlated7,8,10,11,13, antiferromagnetic correlations are
possible when moments in the same edge are separated
by a single FG. The one to one relation between the
sign of the spin correlations and the sublattice degree
of freedom no longer applies, as the presence of a pen-
tagon breaks down the bipartite character of the lat-
tice. Thus, rather than being an unwanted defect on the
ideal structures, the fluoranthene groups can used as a
resource to nano-engineer spin-based quantum technolo-
gies based on nanographenes, and could also be used as
platforms to study spin liquid physics, spin ladders, Hal-
dane chains and other interesting and non-trivial quan-
tum magnetism phenomena.
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